
MCG* series Stop / Lift / Push

TWIN-GUIDE CYLINDER 

Several uses

S-Stopper cylinder:  Takes very high lateral loadings as such can stop 
very wide and heavy objects.

L-Lift cylinder:  Large bearing area enables heavy off-set loads to 
be applied.

P-Pusher cylinder:  Long strokes available with extremely rigid 
guidance, precise movement of load is possible.

Tough type of stopping a large-load work 
carrier at a fixed point, and for the 
straggle of a number of work carriers, etc. 

Special design which stands the large 
one-sided load. Lifts the work carrier at 
a fixed point not changing the posture. 

Long strokes available, the highly precise 
pushing work transfers and places a work 
carrier and changes the direction. 

Can move loads into a parallel 
position from different start 
points.

Arranges in line

Can move high loads 
consistently on the inward 
stroke of the cylinder.

Draws in

Repositions uneven loads.

Corrects misalignment

Stopper cylinder Lift cylinder Pusher cylinder

Multi-Purpose 

Can be use as the power 
source for cutting sheets on a 
shearing machine. 

Cuts sheets

S L P

Specification

0.1~1 MPa

1.5 MPa

Features

Medium

Operating pressure range

Proof pressure

Sensor switch (※ )

Double acting

Air

Lubrication

RCB

Strong cylinder capable of high loads, used extensively for stopping 

work carriers in both the vertical and horizontal position.

Large diameter guide rods enable cylinder to take high off-set loads.

Can be used as 90 degree pusher on large conveyor systems.

Magnetic as standard.

Tube I.D. (mm)

Port size Rc1/8 Rc3/8Rc1/4

Up view

Model
 (Stop type view)

Cushion With rubber cushion pad

Table for standard stroke

30

Series
variety

Bearing
type

Tube
 I.D. 300

Stroke  (mm)

10050 75 200 600400 500 700
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The other stroke lengths that fall in the range betwwen our standard strokes will 
be manufacture by the next large standard stroke with additional spacer.
ex: The 40mm stroke length will be made by 50mm stroke with additional 
spacer.

Stroke out of specification is also available.
Please consult us if stroke exceed 100mm.

Slide
bearing

Slide
bearing

MCGA
-03

MCGA
-13

MCGA
-53

Linear
bush
bearing

－5~＋60℃ (No freezing)

series Stop / Lift

20 32, 40 50, 63 80

MCGAModel

Acting type

Ambient temperature

Not required

Order example

MCGA—03—20—50—G

03

13

53

Code

MODEL TUBE I.D.

PURPOSE / TYPE OF BEARING

Purpose / Type of bearing

STROKE

Stop / Slide bearing

Lift / Linear bush bearing※

Lift / Slide bearing

※ Linear bush bearing type is 
not available as a stopper.

PORT THREAD
Blank: Rc thread
G: G thread
NPT: NPT thread

※ RCB specification, please refer to page 8-8.

50~500mm/secAvailable speed range

MCGA 
TWIN-GUIDE CYLINDER 
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